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Abstract
The motivation for this paper arises from an article written by Peña et al. [40] in 2010,
where they propose using the eigenvectors associated with the extreme values of a kurtosis
matrix as interesting directions to reveal the possible cluster structure of a dataset.
In recent years many research papers have proposed generalizations of multivariate techniques to the functional data case.

In this paper we introduce an extension of the

multivariate kurtosis for functional data, and we analyze some of its properties.

In

particular, we explore if our proposal preserves some of the properties of the kurtosis
procedures applied to the multivariate case, regarding the identication of outliers and
cluster structures.
This analysis is conducted from both a theoretical and an experimental point of view, to
determine the optimality separation properties of the method for mixtures of gaussian
processes, and to evaluate its practical performance on simulated data.
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Introduction

Dierent techniques in multivariate analysis have been designed to reduce the dimensionality of the data and to help derive a simple description of a dataset. Most of them
proceed by dening a small number of new variables that summarize the information contained in the original variables. One of the most popular techniques for dimensionality
reduction is Principal Component Analysis.
Another problem of interest is the identication of relevant structures in the data: for
example, identifying clusters. In these situations, when we assume heterogeneity in the
data, the use of Principal Components may not give good results in practice, see [37],
and numerous alternatives have been proposed in the literature.

A general approach

to address the problem of identifying heterogeneity within the framework of dimension
reduction is the use of Independent Component Analysis techniques [21], [50]. In these
cases, linear combinations of the variables with properties of interest are sought, such
as for example, those directions corresponding to projections with the largest possible
independence between them.
A particular case is proposed by Peña and Prieto (2001) [38]. They describe a procedure
to identify clusters in multivariate data using information obtained from the univariate
projections of the sample data on the directions that minimize and maximize the kurtosis
coecient of the projected data. Under certain conditions, these directions have optimal
properties to visualize the dierent clusters that may be present in data. Alternatively,
related directions can be obtained from a matrix representation of the kurtosis, with
certain implementation advantages.

Peña et al.

(2010) [40], propose the eigenvectors

associated with the extreme values of a kurtosis matrix as interesting directions to reveal
the possible cluster structure of a dataset.
Beyond the study of multivariate data, an area of recent interest has been the development of new statistics for Functional Data Analysis (FDA) techniques. In this case,
the data, instead of being a vector set, as in classical multivariate analysis, is a set of
functions. The purpose of the analysis is to make use of any time (or other independent
variable) dependency structure induced by the functions generating the data to obtain
a better measure of those aspects of interest in these data. Functional data appears in
many elds of application of statistics such as health sciences, economics, environment,
among others.
Well-known references in the eld of FDA are the books written by Ramsay and Silverman
(1997) [45] and Ferraty and Vieu (2006) [15]. In 2005, Ramsay and Silverman [46] wrote
a second book of a more applied character in which solutions to the problems associated
to concrete datasets are studied. The same authors presented a considerable number of
applications in another book [44]. A recently published reference by Ramsay and Hooker
includes many Functional Data Analysis applications and algorithmic implementations
in R and MATLAB [43].
A random variable

X

is called a functional variable if it takes values in an innite di-

mensional space of functions satisfying some appropriate conditions, and known as a
functional space.

An observation

x

of

X

is called a functional variable.
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A functional

x1 , ..., xn
tributed as X .

dataset

is the observation of

n

functional variables

X1 , ..., Xn

identically dis-

Due to the high-dimensionality of these functional data, they are usually approximated
through their nite expansion in some appropriate (usually orthonormal) basis. A nite
number

K

of terms in the expansion are chosen to represent data in a nite subspace,

transforming the innite dimension problem into a multidimensional problem. The choice
of both the parameter

K

and the most appropriate basis for the observed data is a basic

one in functional data analysis, and up to now there is no universal rule providing an
optimal selection. The value
If

K

K

K

acts as a smoothing parameter for the functional data.

is small we have a very tractable model but possibly relevant information is lost. If

is big, the data are represented with high precision but the computational dimension

problem becomes important.
A base is a set of known functions

{φk }(k ∈ N)

such that any function can be approxi-

mated as well as desired, using a linear combination of

K

Thus, a functional observation can be approximated as

{φk }K
k=1

is a set of base functions and

{ck }K
k=1

PK K large enough.
k=1 ck φk (t), where

of them with

x(t) ≈

is the corresponding set of coecients.

The most usual bases in functional data analysis are the Fourier basis, B-Splines bases,
Wavelets bases, exponential functions, polynomial bases, among others, see Ramsay y
Silverman (1997) [45].
Functional Data Analysis (FDA) comprises all the statistical techniques developed for
the analysis of curves or surfaces that vary in time. Initially, the research in this area
was intended to be an almost direct extension of the techniques of classical multivariate
analysis.

However, the special structure associated to the functional data implies the

need for adapted techniques, and motivates the development of new methodologies and
procedures.
As it was mentioned above, Ramsay and Silverman [45] developed an adaptation of Principal Component Analysis to the functional case, the Functional Principal Component
Analysis (FPCA) technique. This dimension reduction technique summarizes the information available in the data by identifying a nite set of scalar variables obtained as
generalized linear combinations of the curves with maximum variance.

However, the

technique has well-known shortcomings, such as a high sensitivity to the occurrence of
outliers. Also, the summarizing combinations can be dicult to interpret and do not always provide a completely understandable presentation of the structure of the variability
in the observed data.
In this paper we will consider extensions of a class of methods that generalize the ideas
behind PCA in the multivariate case: independent component analysis. We will apply a
version of these methods based on the kurtosis to the unsupervised classication of functional data. The goal of unsupervised classication, given a random sample generated
from a mixture of unknown distributions, is to group the sample elements while trying
to achieve maximum homogeneity in each group and the largest dierence between the
groups.

For the functional case, if we have a sample obtained from a mixture of sev-

eral populations, the problem can be enunciated as dividing the functions into groups
representing each population.
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We propose to introduce a kurtosis operator dened as an extension of the multivariate matrix kurtosis operators. We will interpret and analyze this kurtosis operator for
functional data, and we will identify some possible applications for it.

In particular,

we wish to determine if, regarding the identication of outliers and cluster structures,
our proposal can achieve similar to those obtained for the multivariate case mentioned
above. Additionally, we want to compare our proposed method with Functional Principal
Component Analysis.
Classication for functional data has been recently considered by several authors. One
of the early references on the subject was that of Hastie et al. (1995) [22]. They adapt
the general ideas for functional discriminant analysis, based on a penalized method for
regularization. This setting allows them to cast the classication problem as a regression
problem via optimal scoring. This facilitates the use of any penalized regression technique
in the functional classication setting.
In the context of unsupervised classication, K-Means was one of the rst methods to be
adapted to the functional case. Various implementations and variations have emerged,
among them those by Abraham et al.(2003) [1], where they propose a clustering method
consisting of the tting the functional data using B-splines and partitioning the estimated
model coecients using a K-means algorithm.

Biau et al.

(2005) [5] obtained results

on K-means in innite dimensional Hilbert spaces, where they propose using a nonparametric method and describe the problem of functional classication as a generalization
of the classication problem of the elements of

<d

to the random variables

Xi ,

taking

values in a separable innite-dimensional Hilbert space.
James and Sugar (2003) [24] develop a exible model-based procedure for clustering
functional data. The technique can be applied to all types of curve data but is particularly
useful when individuals are observed at a sparse set of time points. Also they extend the
model to handle multiple functional and nite dimensional covariates.
Serban and Wasserman (2005) [48], propose a technique for nonparametrically estimating
and clustering a large number of curves called

and Smoothing.

CATS: Clustering After Transformation

In this method they estimate the error due to the fact that we are

clustering the estimated curves rather than the true curves. CATS is quite general, but
they describe and analyze the method mostly in the context of microarray experiments.
In the framework of supervised classication some extensions have also been made to
the functional case. It is worth mentioning the study of Ferraty and Vieu (2003) [14],
where they propose a nonparametric supervised classication model by introducing a
consistent kernel estimator, but applied to a sample of curves. López-Pintado and Romo
(2006) [27] consider the role of continuity of data and propose robust procedures based
on the concept of depth for the supervised classication of curves. Recently, Baíllo et al.
(2011) [3] shown that an optimal classication rule can be explicitly obtained for a class
of Gaussian processes with "triangular" covariance functions.
Moreover, Hall et al. (2001) [18], employ a functional data analytic method for dimension
reduction based on Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and perform Quadratic Discriminant Analysis (QDA) in the reduced space. Ramsay and Silverman analyze similar
techniques, see [44] and [45]. Yao et al.(2004) [52] propose a nonparametric method to
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perform functional principal component analysis for the case of sparse longitudinal data.
Song et al.(2007) [49] describe a method based on functional data analysis to cluster timedependent gene expression proles. Chiou and Li [7] introduced a functional clustering
(FC) method for longitudinal data, called

k-centres FC, and showed that, under the iden-

tiability conditions they derived, the k-centres FC method can greatly improve cluster
quality as compared to conventional clustering algorithms.

Furthermore, by exploring

the mean and covariance functions of each cluster, the k-centres FC method provides an
additional insight into cluster structures which facilitates functional cluster analysis.
A signicant number of papers on the related topic of outlier detection for functional
data have also been published. Ramsay and Silverman (1997) [45] have developed the
Principal Component Analysis for functional data, to identify atypical isolates, just as
in the multivariate case. But there is no assurance that this method works when there
are groups of atypical observations due to the problem of masking, as in the multivariate
case.

Moreover, Febrero et al.

(2007,2008) [12], [13], Martínez et al.(2011) [30], Díaz

et al.(2012) [11] and Jacques and Preda (2012) [23], among others, have made some
advances in outlier detection for functional data with applications in dierent areas.
For the multivariate analysis case, the kurtosis has been used as a way to treat the
heterogeneity, or to detect the presence of outliers.

Peña et al.

(2010) [40] propose

the eigenvectors associated with the extreme values of a kurtosis matrix as interesting
directions to reveal the possible cluster structure of a dataset. In this paper we adapt this
approach based on the kurtosis for the identication of outliers and cluster structures for
functional data.
The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 provides a general description of the proposed method.

Some of its most relevant theoretical properties are also analyzed in

Section 3. In Section 4 the results of some computational experiments to compare the
performance of the proposed method with FPCA are presented, as well as other results
of the application of the proposed operator on some real-life datasets.

We nish with

some remarks and conclusions in Section 5.

2
2.1

Description of the Kurtosis operator
Interpretations of the kurtosis for univariate and multivariate data

In symmetrical univariate models, the kurtosis is a measure of the peakedness of the
probability distribution of a real-valued random variable.

Its value also reects the

presence of heavy tails or bimodality in the data. These properties allow the use of the
kurtosis for the identication of the possible cluster structure and the existence of outliers
in a data set.
While the denition of the kurtosis for the univariate case is well established from the
work of Pearson (1905) [36] or Darlington (1970) [9], there is no single way to dene the
kurtosis in the multivariate case. From the dierent alternative proposals we mention
the works of Móri et al. (1993) [34] and Peña (2002) [37], as the ones providing the most
direct reference for our extension to the functional case.
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In particular, in [34] a kurtosis matrix for a multivariate random variable

K = ZZ T ZZ T ,
where

Σ=

X

is dened as

Z = Σ−1/2 (X − E[X]),

Var(X). We adapt this denition to the case in which we have a sample of

functional data observations.

2.2
Let

A kurtosis operator for Functional Data

x1 (t), ..., xn (t)
< ·, · >.

be a set of functional data observations in a Banach space with inner

product

We dene a kurtosis kernel for this data as

k(s, t) =

1X
< xi , xi > xi (s)xi (t).
n
i

And the associated kurtosis operator

K(z) =

K(z)

as

1X
< xi , xi >< xi , z > xi .
n

(1)

i

This operator is linear and its eigenfunctions

ξ(t)

satisfy

Z
k(s, t)ξ(t)dt = λξ(t),
for an innite number of (real) eigenvalues

λ.

Note that this operator is also positive

denite, as

< z, K(z) >=

1X
< xi , xi > (< xi , z >)2 ≥ 0 ∀z.
n
i

2.3

Implementation of the proposed kurtosis operator

In this Section we describe in detail how we conduct in practice the implementation of
the calculations required to obtain the values corresponding to the application of the
proposed kurtosis operator to a sample of functional data. At the same time, we provide
a link between the application of the kurtosis operator to functional data and the use of
the kurtosis matrix for multivariate data.
We assume we are given a sample of multivariate observations, generated from a functional data model. These data have the form

xi (tj ),

i = 1, ..., n,

tj ∈ [0, T ],

j = 0, ..., p

The application of the proposed operator is carried out in a series of steps, that are
enumerated and described below.
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1.

Representation.

As we mentioned in the introduction, we wish to take advantage

of the structure of the data as functional objects, to improve on any results that
could be obtained from any direct treatment of the data as multivariate objects.
For example, we may wish to conduct some exploratory analysis to identify the
main characteristics of the data or prepare these data for later treatments [45].
Alternatively, we may wish to perform a cluster analysis, which is our main motivation for this proposal.

Our rst step will be to nd a reasonable functional

representation for our data.
To obtain this representation, we start by selecting a functional basis. Let
for

t ∈ [0, T ]

and

k = 1, ..., m

denote a truncated basis.

φk (t)

Any function can be

approximated to arbitrary precision as a linear combination of the functions in this
basis as long as

m

is chosen to be large enough. We select a value for

m

providing

a reasonable balance between precision and complexity.
We obtain values for a set of coecients

cik

(using regularized least-squares, or

X

cik φk (t).

some other related method) such that

xi (t) ≈ x̂i (t) =

k
In matrix form we can write
and

C ∈

Rn×m .

x̂ = Cφ,

for

x̂

and

φ

vectors of functional values

To simplify this presentation, we assume that the number of

observations for each function is the same, or at least that we work with the same
numbers of observations from each function in the smoothed data.
2.

Centering the functional data.
x̄(t) =

We subtract the mean from the data,

X
1X
1X
x̂i (t) =
cik φk (t) =
n
n
i

ik

x̃i (t) = x̂i (t) − x̄(t) =

X
k

Transforming the data.

!
φk (t)

i

k

1X
clk
cik −
n

!

l

This operation can be written in matrix form as
3.

1X
cik
n
φk (t) =

X

c̃ik φk (t).

k

x̃ = (I − n1 eeT )Cφ = C̃φ

Our next step will remove from the data any variability

information that might be present. Any relevant pattern directly associated to this
variability can be analyzed using Principal Component techniques, for example.
Our goal is to go beyond these patterns to reveal additional structure in the data,
such as outliers or clusters, that might be hidden in the variability information.

l(s, t)
yi (t),
Z
yi (t) = l(s, t)x̃i (s)ds.

We identify a linear transformation with kernel
desired transformed observations
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that will provide us with the

yi

In particular, we wish the transformed functions

to have a unitary covariance

operator.
Let

φ̄i (t)

denote the basis functions transformed using the operator l,

Z
φ̄i (t) =

l(s, t)φi (s)ds.

From these functions we generate a new basis
functions onto span(φi ).

l(s, t),

We write

φ̃ = Aφ

φ̃i (t)

projecting the transformed

for some matrix

A

associated with

and we assume this matrix to be invertible.

y = C̃ φ̃ = C̃Aφ = Ĉφ.
properties for y(t), let W be

A that ensures the
=< φi , φj >. Our desired

We will have

To identify the form of

desired

dened as

matrix is

A=
ensuring that

E[y] = 0

√

Wij

n − 1(C̃ T C̃)−1/2 W −1/2 ,

z = γ T φ,
X
X
1 X X
<
c̃ik akl φl ,
γr φr >
c̃is ast φt
n−1
r
st

and for any

1 X
< yi , z > yi =
n−1
i

i

kl

1
=
(C̃AW γ)T C̃Aφ
n−1
= γ T φ = z.
4.

Kurtosis operator.
function

For the kurtosis operator dened as in (1), and an arbitrary

z = γT φ

we have that

K(z) =

X
X
1 XX
ĉik ĉil < φk , φl >
ĉir γs < φr , φs >
ĉit φt ,
n
rs
t
i

kl

or in matrix form,

T
1 T
Ĉ DĈW γ φ,
n
2
with entries Dii = kyi k ,

K=
where

D

is a diagonal matrix

that is,

D = diag(ĈW Ĉ T ).

The eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of this operator can be characterized as

λz(t),

K(z(t)) =

or in our equivalent matrix form

1
Ĉ T DĈW γ = λγ.
n−1
Numerically, it may be more ecient to obtain the eigenvalues from the symmetric
matrix

Kf ≡

1 1/2 T
W Ĉ DĈW 1/2 ,
n

and the eigenfunctions will be obtained from the eigenvectors of this matrix,

Kf γ̂ =
using the transformation

1 1/2 T
W Ĉ DĈW 1/2 γ̂ = λγ̂
n

γ = W −1/2 γ̂ .
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(2)

γ̂ ,

as

This representation of the (approximate) eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the kurtosis
operator allows for an interesting comparison with the direct application of the kurtosis
matrix proposed by Móri et al. [34] to the original multivariate data,
smoothed data

xi (tj )

(or to the

x̂i (tj )).

To study this case, let

X ∈ Rn×p

denote the matrix of multivariate observations. We

introduce

X̃ = I −

1 T
n ee





T

Z = X̃ X̃ X̃

X,

−1/2

.

The multivariate kurtosis matrix is dened as

n

Km

1X T
1
=
(zi zi )zi ziT = Z T DZ Z,
n
n

(3)

i=1

where

DZ = diag(ziT zi ) = kzi k2 .

If we compare (3) and (2), we may conclude that the application of the functional kurtosis
procedure is closely related to using the Móri multivariate kurtosis matrix

Km , computed

from the values of the coecients in the basis expansion of the functional data.
particular, both procedures coincide when

W = I,

In

that is, when we represent our data

using an orthogonal basis.
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Some theoretical properties of the functional kurtosis operator

In this section we analyze the properties of the proposed kurtosis operator with respect
to the optimal classication of observations from mixtures of distributions. The general
problem for any distribution in the observations is too complex for us to be able to get
any meaningful results in that case, and we will consider a simplied case.

We will

make use of an analogy with the multivariate case, where the simplest situation is that
corresponding to a mixture of two normal distributions with the same covariance matrix,
that is, the reference case giving rise to the Fisher discriminant function.
In the functional case we will study the equivalent to that case: the situation when the
(functional) data have been obtained from a mixture of two gaussian processes with the
same covariance operator.

Optimal classication rules for a mixture of gaussian processes
Consider a model in which you sample
processes.

n

observations from a mixture of two gaussian

To be more precise, consider a gaussian process on the interval

mean function

m1 (t)

and covariance function

generate
and

[0, 1]

with

and a second gaussian process on

m2 (t) and the same covariance function k(s, t), and
n observations by selecting an observation from the rst group with probability
from the second group with probability 1 − α.

the same interval with mean function

α

k(s, t),
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Let

φk denote the set of orthogonal eigenfunctions for k(s, t) and λk ≥ 0 the corresponding

eigenvalues. Then

k(s, t) =

∞
X

λk φk (s)φk (t).

k=0
Also, let

m1 (t) − m2 (t) =

∞
X

νk φk (t).

k=0
As our rst step, we will determine the functional that optimizes a certain separation
criterion, that is also optimized by the Fisher discriminant function.
We will work with the functional dened as the ratio of the variability between groups
and the variability within the groups, for the functional observations projected onto a
given function

ϕ,

dened for our data model as

∆(ϕ) ≡

α(1 − α)hϕ, m1 − m2 i2
BT G(ϕ)
= RR
.
W T G(ϕ)
ϕ(s)ϕ(t)k(s, t)dsdt

Lemma 1 Assume that λk > 0 for all k. The function that maximizes the value of ∆ is
given by

ϕ(t) =

∞
X

ωk φk (t),

ωk = C

k=0

νk
,
λk

for some constant C .

Proof

Given

ϕ(t) =

∞
X

ωk φk (t),

k=0
if we rewrite

∆

in terms of the eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of

k

we have

P
α(1 − α)( k νk ωk )2
P
∆(ω) =
.
2
k λ k ωk
If

λi > 0,

the rst-order optimality conditions are

P
P
P
2α(1 − α)( k νk ωk )( k λk ωk2 )νi − 2α(1 − α)( k νk ωk )2 λi ωi
P
= 0,
( k λk ωk2 )2
and

(4)

P
2α(1 − α)( k νk ωk )νi
P
= 0.
2
k λk ωk

otherwise.
The solutions for these equations are either

P

or the one given above.
Unfortunately, this representation of

ϕ

k νk ωk

= 0 (the minimizer of the problem)
2

has the undesirable property of not having a

bounded norm. As in practice we will work with a nite basis representation of the data,
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it would seem interesting to ensure that the norm of the functions we use is bounded, to
guarantee good truncation properties. A slight modication of the preceding lemma is
given below.

Lemma 2 The function that solves the problem
s.t. kϕk ≤ V,

max ∆(ϕ)
ϕ

is given by
ϕ(t) =

∞
X

ωk φk (t),

ωk = C1

k=0

νk
,
λ k + C2

for some constants C1 and C2 > 0.

Proof

If we rewrite

∆

in terms of the eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of

k,

as in (4), we

have that the problem of interest in this case is

P
α(1 − α)( k νk ωk )2
P
max
2
ω
k λk ωk

s.t.

X

ωk2 ≤ V 2 .

k

Its rst-order optimality conditions are

P
P
P
2α(1 − α)( k νk ωk )( k λk ωk2 )νi − 2α(1 − α)( k νk ωk )2 λi ωi
P
+ 2µωi = 0.
( k λk ωk2 )2
The optimal solution for

ωk

given above follows from this.

2

k̃ such that λk = 0 for all k > k̃ , the problem has no (bounded)
νk = 0 for all k > k̃ , in which case we again obtain the preceding
ωk = 0 for k > k̃ .

If there exists a smallest
solution on

ωk

solution, with

unless

Discriminating properties of some eigenfunctions of a kurtosis operator
In this section we relate the properties of a kurtosis operator to the optimal discriminating properties discussed in the preceding section. Our main goal is the identication of
relationships between the eigenfunctions of that kurtosis operator and the preceding optimal classication function. We will follow a procedure very similar to the one presented
in Tyler et al. (2009) [50] for the multivariate case.
As in the preceding case, we will work with a process dened as a mixture, with prob-

P
α
, of two gaussian processes X1 (t) = m1 (t) +
i ξ1i φi (t) and X2 (t) = m2 (t) +
P
i ξ2i φi (t), having the same covariance operator with kernel function k , which we will
ability

write in terms of its eigenvalues and eigenfunctions as

k(s, t) =

∞
X

λk φk (s)φk (t).

k=0
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Let also

E[X] ≡ µX = αm1 + (1 − α)m2

and

m(t) ≡ m1 (t) − m2 (t) =

∞
X

νk φk (t).

k=0
We can then write


X(t) =

where

ξ1i

and

ξ2i

For any function

P
m1 + Pi ξ1i φi
m2 + i ξ2i φi

w.p.
w.p.

α
1 − α,

(5)

are independent standard normal random variables.

u=

P

i ui φi , the covariance operator for

X

applied to this function will

yield


SX (u) = E[hX − µX , ui(X − µX )] =

X



λi ui + α(1 − α)νi

X

i
where


sij =

For any process
kurtosis operator

X

j

λi + α(1 − α)νi2
α(1 − α)νi νj

X , and in particular
KX given by

νj uj  φi =

si

sij ui φj ,

ij

i = j,

otro caso.

for the previously dened one, we introduce a

KX (u) = E[hX − µX , RX (X − µX )ihX − µX , ui(X − µX )],
where

RX

is some approximation to the inverse of the covariance operator

SX .

Our

goal is to show that this kurtosis operator has an eigenfunction closely related to those
introduced in Lemmas 1 and 2.
We start with an initial result introducing a characterization of the eect of some (specic) linear transformations of

X

on the corresponding covariance operators.

Lemma 3 Assume a linear operator L(u) dened by a kernel of the form g(s, t) =
P
i πi φi (s)φi (t) for some coecients πi , that is,
Z
X
L(u) = g(s, t)u(s)ds =
πi ui φi (t).
(6)
i

Dene Y = L(X − µX ). Then, E[Y ] = 0 and
SY (u) =

X

sij πi πj ui φj .

ij
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Proof

Applying this transformation we have

!

Z
Y1 (t) = L(X1 ) =

g(s, t) m1 (s) +

X

ξ1i φi (s) − αµ1 (s) − (1 − α)µ2 (s) ds

i

X

=

ξ1i πi φi (t) + (1 − α)m̃(t)

i

!

Z
Y2 (t) = L(X2 ) =

g(s, t) m2 (s) +

X

ξ2i φi (s) − αµ1 (s) − (1 − α)µ2 (s) ds

i

X

=

ξ2i πi φi (t) − αm̃(t),

i
where

m̃(t) =

P

i πi νi φi (t).

Then,



X
X
SY (u) = E[hY, uiY ] = αE 
(ξ1i + (1 − α)νi ) πi ui
(ξ1j + (1 − α)νj ) πj φj 
i

j



X
X
+ (1 − α)E 
(ξ2i − ανi ) πi ui
(ξ2j − ανj ) πj φj 
i

j


=

X

πi2 λi ui φi + α(1 − α)

X


X



i

i

πj νj uj  πi νi φi =

X

j

sij πi πj ui φj .

ij

2
An immediate consequence of this result is the following one:

Corollary 1 If πi = λ−1/2
for all i, then m̃ is an eigenfunction of SY . The eigenvalues
i
of SY associated to other eigenfunctions are all of them equal to 1.

Proof

From Lemma 3 it holds that

!
SY (m̃) =

X

πi νi φi + α(1 − α)

i

X

πj2 νj2

j

Also, for any function

ψk

such that

X

πi νi φi =

1 + α(1 − α)

i

hψk , m̃i =

X

πi2 νi2

P

i hψk , φi iπi νi

P

i hψk , φi iφi = ψi .

= 0 it holds that SY (ψk ) =
2

To proceed with our proof we need to introduce a condition on the operator
troduced to dene our kurtosis operator.

m̃.

i

RX

in-

We will require that the following property

holds:

C1.

Let

X

be a stochastic process, and

the operator

R

Y = M (X − µX )

can be written as

RY (u) =

X
ij
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rij ui φj ,

with

M (u) =

P

ij ςij ui φj . If

for some set of values

rij ,

then it holds that

RX (u) =

X

rij ςik ςjl uk φl .

(7)

ij

M = L

Note in particular that for the case when

ςij = 0

we have that

ςij = πi

if

i = j

and

otherwise, and the condition would require

RX (u) =

X

rij πi πj ui φj .

ij
This condition implies the following result:

Lemma 4 Let X be a stochastic process that can be written as X(t) = µX (t)+
and Y = L(X − µX ). If C1 holds then

Proof

Let

hX − µX , RX (X − µX )i = hY, RY (Y )i.
P
P
X − µX = i ξi φi . Then Y = i πi ξi φi and
X
hX − µX , RX (X − µX )i =
rij πi πj ξi ξj = hY, RY (Y )i.

i ξi φi (t),

P

(8)

ij

2
To simplify the derivation of the main results, we dene

θ

as the random variable corre-

sponding (under condition C1) to

θ ≡ hX − µX , RX (X − µX )i = hY, RY (Y )i.
The following result characterizes the form of the proposed kurtosis operator, for the
particular case of the process
behavior under transformation

X
L.

introduced at the beginning of the section, and its

Lemma 5 Let X be the random process introduced in (5) and dene
2
2
χi = αE[θξ1i
] + (1 − α)E[θξ2i
],

Then, for u =

χ = E[θ].

i ui φi ,

P

KX (u) =

X

κij ui φj

ij


κij

=

χi + α(1 − α)χνi2
α(1 − α)χνi νj

if i = j,
otherwise.

For Y = L(X − µX ) we have
KY (u) =

X

κij πi πj ui φj .

ij
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Proof

Our rst result is related to the symmetry properties of some moments.

For

i = 1, 2,
E[θξij ] = α

X

rkl πk πl E [ξ1k ξ1l ξij ] + (1 − α)

kl

E[θξij ξik ] = α

X

rkl πk πl E [ξ2k ξ2l ξij ] = 0,

∀j

kl

X

rlm πl πm E [ξ1l ξ1m ξij ξik ] + (1 − α)

X

lm

rlm πl πm E [ξ2l ξ2m ξij ξik ] = 0,

lm

Using these values, the kurtosis operator satises

KX (u) = E[hX − µX , RX (X − µX )ihX − µX , ui(X − µX )]


X
X
= αE θ
(ξ1i + (1 − α)νi ) ui
(ξ1j + (1 − α)νj ) φj 
i

j




+ (1 − α)E θ

X

(ξ2i − ανi ) ui

X

i

X

=

j

ui χi φi + α(1 − α)χ

i
For the operator applied to

(ξ2j − ανj ) φj 

X

ui νi νj φj .

ij

Y

we have in a similar manner

KY (u) = E[hY, RY (Y )ihY, uiY ] = E[θhY, uiY ]


X
X
= αE θ
(ξ1i + (1 − α)νi ) πi ui
(ξ1j + (1 − α)νj ) πj φj 
i

j


+ (1 − α)E θ


X

(ξ2i − ανi ) πi ui

X

i

=

X

(ξ2j − ανj ) πj φj 

j

πi2 ui χi φi + α(1 − α)χ

i

X

πi πj ui νi νj φj .

ij

2
Another result identies the eigenfunctions corresponding to operators having a certain
structure that will be useful for the proof of the main result.

Lemma
6 Let
P

−1/2

and Y = L(X −
PµX ). We consider an operator TY (u) =
t
u
φ
and
any
transformation
U
(u)
=
ij ςij ui φj such that U (m̃) = m̃ and U is a
ij ij i j
πi = λi

rotation for any other combination of eigenfunctions.
If for Ỹ = U (Y ) the operator TỸ satises
TỸ (u) =

X

tij ςik ςjl uk φl ,

ijkl

then m̃ is an eigenfunction of TY .
15

(9)

∀j 6= k.

Proof

From the properties of

Y

in our case, and in particular as

U , that is, the distribution of Ỹ
for Ỹ = U (Y ) we will have TY = TỸ .
Also, from U being a rotation we have that

X
1
ςik ςjk =
0
k

From

U (m̃) = m̃

we have

P

will coincide with that of

if

i=j

otherwise.

i ςij m̃i

= m̃j , but also from the
X
X
ςji m̃i =
ςji ςki m̃k = m̃j .
i

has a distribution

m̃, its distribution will not
Y . In particular,

that is symmetric with respect to all eigenfunctions except for
change under

SY

preceding result

ik

It then holds that

TY (m̃) = TỸ (m̃) =

X

tij ςik ςjl m̃k φl =

ijkl
but this must hold for any

X

tij ςjl m̃i φl

X

ijl

U

jk

ςjk

X

(tij m̃i ) φk = U (TY (m̃)),

i

TY (m̃) = m̃. 2

satisfying the indicated properties. Thus,

We now present the main result for the section.

Theorem 1 Assume that condition C1 holds. The function ψ(t), dened as
ψ(t) =

X νi
φi (t),
λi
i

is an eigenfunction of the operator RX (KX ).

Proof
•

•

X into another
Y = L(X − µX ) with a more desirable eigenvalue/eigenfunction
−1/2
that, select πi = λi
. From Corollary 1 we know that Y has
given by m̃ and all other eigenvalues are equal to 1.

We start by transforming the random function

The new random function

Y

random function
structure. To do
an eigenfunction

is a mixture of two gaussian processes

Y1

and

Y2

and it

has a distribution that is invariant to rotations not aecting the rst eigenfunction
(m̃). By symmetry, any rotation that does not aect the rst eigenfunction will not
change the covariance operator. As a consequence, all processes obtained by applying any of these rotational transformations to

Y

will have the same distribution,

and in particular their kurtosis operators will be the same.
We use Lemma 6 to establish that
is enough to show that

RỸ (KỸ )

RY (KY )

must have

m̃

as an eigenfunction. It

transforms according to (9) for
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Ỹ = U (Y ).

R

Using Lemma 5 and the denition of

given in condition C1 we have,

X

RY (KY (u)) =

rij κki πi πk uk φj ,

ijk

X

RX (KX (u)) =

rij πi πj κki uk φj .

ijk
It may be useful to rewrite

P

RY (KY (u)) =

ij r̃ij ui φj , where

r̃ij =

P

k rkj κik πi πk .

From condition C1 we have that

RỸ (u) =

X

KỸ (u) =

X

rij ςik ςjl uk φl ,

ijkl

κ̃ij ςik ςjl uk φl ,

ijkl
where

κ̃ij = κij πi πj .

Combining these results we obtain

!

!
RỸ (KỸ (u)) =

X

rij ςik ςjl

κ̃mn ςmo ςnk uo

φl =

mno

ijkl

X

=

X

rij κ̃mi ςjl ςmo uo φl =

ijlmo

X

X

X

ijlmno

k

ςik ςnk

rij κ̃mn ςjl ςmo uo φl

r̃mj ςjl ςmo uo φl .

jlmo

This result implies that condition (9) is satised. Thus, from Lemma 6 we conclude
that

•

m̃

is an eigenfunction of

RY (KY (u)).

Our next step is to identify an eigenfunction of
mation

v(t) ≡ V (u) ≡

P

i πi ui φi (t),

RX (KX ).

Introduce the transfor-

and note that it is a linear operator on

holds that

RX (KX (V (u))) =

X

rij πi πj κki πk uk φj .

ijk
Letting

w = W (u) ≡ RY (KY (u)), we can rewrite this equation as
X
X
RX (KX (V (u))) =
(rij κki πi πk uk ) πj φj =
wj πj φj = V (w).
j

ijk
As a consequence,

RX (KX (V (u))) = V (RY (KY (u))).
Thus, as we have determined that

RY (KY (m̃)) = τ m̃,

RX (KX (V (m̃))) = τ V (m̃),
implying that

V (m̃)

is an eigenfunction of
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RX (KX ).

it follows that

u.

It

•

From the denition of

V,

this eigenfunction can be written as

V (m̃) =

X

πi2 νi φi =

i

X νi
φi .
λi
i

2
The eigenfunction identied in Theorem 1 has the same form as the optimal discriminant
operator introduced in Lemma 1, conrming the preservation of the properties of the
Kurtosis matrix for the multivariate case, see [40], in the functional setting.

4

Computational Results

In this Section we present several results for the application of the proposed kurtosis
operator to functional data, with the main goal of identifying clusters in the data. We
have conducted simulation experiments, and we have also used publicly available data
such as the Canadian Weather data set.
The implementation of our method has been carried out based on the
which includes some utilities for Functional Data Analysis.

R

package

adf

The implementation has

been conducted as described in Section 2.3, using both B-splines and Fourier functional
bases.

4.1
The

Canadian Daily Weather

adf

package for

R includes the CanadianW eather data set [53], consisting of daily

measurements at 35 Canadian weather stations. The 35 Canadian weather stations are
divided into four climate zones. In this example we have compared our classication results to these four distinct classes specied in the database: Atlantic, Pacic, Continental
and Arctic.
The observation locations and the climate regions are located on the map of Canada
shown in Figure 1, where the black diamonds correspond to the Arctic zone stations, the
red color to Atlantic stations, the green color to Continental stations and the blue color
to Pacic stations.
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Figure 1: Canadian weather regions

We have used B-Spline and Fourier bases to represent the data, and after applying our
procedure to estimate the kurtosis operator eigenfunctions, we have projected the data
onto the two directions of maximum and minimum kurtosis, as well as those associated
to the two largest (functional) principal components. The results are shown in Figures 2
and 3.
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Figure 2: Fourier basis

Figure 3: B-Spline bases

Our results provide a much better (although not perfect) separation between the observations corresponding to dierent regions, when compared to the groupings that could

20

be obtained from the principal components directions. In particular, the Atlantic, Continental and Pacic regions are clearly separated by the minimum kurtosis directions,
while the Arctic region can be (at least partially) separated using the maximum kurtosis
directions.

4.2

Simulated Data (Gaussian Processes)

We have performed two sets of simulations with the aim of comparing the performance of
our proposed kurtosis operator with Functional Principal Components for unsupervised
functional data clustering. The comparisons have been carried out using dierent versions
of mixtures of gaussian processes. These models have been selected as they are simple
ones and would allow us to verify a good t to the theoretical results in Section 3. The
analysis of the results should provide us with interesting insights on the behavior of the
proposed method in a controlled environment.
In both cases the two populations of gaussian processes share the same quadratic covariance operator,

(exp(−(x − y)2 /2l2 )),

observations have been generated from each group
have been obtained for
in

[1, 20]

l = 15. The
(n1 = n2 = n/2).

with parameter

t ∈ [1, T ] with T = 20.

same numbers of
The observations

20 equidistant observations of each process

have been selected, with observation noise

it ∼ N (0, 0.1).

The values obtained

20
are multivariate vectors in R .
Both simulation examples dier in the choice of mean functions for each group, and in
the processing of the information before applying our proposed procedure.
These generated data are then represented in the desired basis.
Fourier and B-spline bases.

We have used both

From the smoothed data we have obtained the directions

corresponding to the two largest eigenfunctions for the Functional Principal Components.
We have also obtained the two directions corresponding to the smallest eigenfunctions of
the kurtosis operator. We have projected our data onto these two pairs of directions.
To analyze the results, we have measured inter- vs. intra-group variability in the projections for each of the two groups, by comparing the traces of the corresponding covariance
matrices.

We have also applied K-means to the projected data and we have checked

the classication results.

Finally, we have prepared a graphical representation for one

example of the clusters obtained by using principal component and kurtosis directions,
to show how the kurtosis directions may be more ecient for cluster identication.
The basis used to represent data (Fourier or B-spline), the number of basis functions
used and the number of observations for each group are modied between experiments.
Each simulation experiment has been replicated

1000

times.

4.2.1 Simulation 1
In the rst set of simulations (Simulation 1) we have used as mean functions for the
two groups

mi (t) = sin(2πµi t/T ), i = 1, 2.

The values

µi

are selected as

−2.2

and

2,

respectively.
For this example we wish to test if our method behaves reasonably well when the variability information has been removed from the data. To do that, and before tting the
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data to our chosen bases, we have introduced a linear transformation on the multivariate
data so that the mean of the transformed sample is equal to zero and its covariance matrix is the identity. We expect functional principal components to have some diculty
separating the two modied groups. But note that principal components will work on
the functional representation of the data, and may still capture some of that variability
information. Our main interest is to check that kurtosis is able to identify the groups
by using information beyond that of the variability in the data available through the
covariance matrix.

Simulation 1. Fourier Basis

Using a Fourier basis and the initial values mentioned

above, we obtain the following results for inter- vs. intra-group variability shown in Table
1.

n

# Bases Variability Kurtosis Variability PC

30

7

0,64

0,01

60

7

0,78

0,06

180

7

0,90

0,06

30

15

0,22

0,01

60

15

0,36

0,01

180

15

0,64

0,01

Table 1: Fourier basis. Variability

Table 2 presents the proportion of misclassied observations using K-means. We have
included a column (Smoothed Data) corresponding to the application of K-means to
the original smoothed data.

That is, we have used in that column the multivariate

data obtained from the functional representation of the data, observed at the initial
data points. These results provide a reference for the advantages of using a functional
representation of the data, as opposed to working directly with the data as multivariate
observations.

n

# Bases Kurtosis Directions PC. Directions Smoothed Data

30

7

0,15

0,46

0,49

60

7

0,16

0,42

0,27

180

7

0,13

0,42

0,22

30

15

0,34

0,46

0,39

60

15

0,28

0,46

0,38

180

15

0,15

0,47

0,34

Table 2: Fourier basis. K-means
Figures 4 and 5 show the plots corresponding to
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n = 30

and

n = 180

respectively. The

projections have been obtained for the directions that minimize the kurtosis and principal
components, using

7

functions in the basis representation.

Figure 4:

Figure 5:

7

7

Fourier basis.

Fourier basis.

n = 30

n = 180

The results obtained from the kurtosis directions are much better than those obtained
from the principal components directions. It is also interesting to observe that the results
for the kurtosis directions worsen with an increase in the basis size. We believe this is
a direct consequence of the behavior of the kurtosis procedure in the multivariate case,
when the dimension of the data increases. Also, the results are much better than those
for the smoothed data, implying a clear advantage of the use of functional representations
for the data.

Simulation 1. B-Spline Bases

For the next set of results we use a B-Splines basis

and the same values as in the preceding experiment. We obtain the results for inter- vs.
intra-group variability shown in Table 3.
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n

# Bases Variability Kurtosis Variability PC

30

7

0,50

0,46

60

7

0,62

0,46

180

7

0,75

0,47

30

15

0,22

0,01

60

15

0,36

0,01

180

15

0,64

0,01

Table 3: B-Spline bases. Variability

The proportion of misclassied observations using K-means, including those for the
smoothed data, are given in Table 4.

n

# Bases Kurtosis Directions PC. Directions Smoothed Data

30

7

0,24

0,23

0,32

60

7

0,19

0,22

0,32

180

7

0,13

0,18

0,32

30

15

0,34

0,46

0,47

60

15

0,28

0,46

0,48

180

15

0,15

0,46

0,49

Table 4: B-Spline bases. K-means

Figures 6 and 7 show the plots corresponding to

n = 30

and

n = 180

respectively. The

projections have been obtained for the directions that minimize the kurtosis and principal
components, using

7

functions in the basis representation..

Figure 6:

7

B-Spline bases.
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n = 30

Figure 7:

7

B-Spline bases.

n = 180

The results obtained for the proposed kurtosis method using a B-spline basis are interestingly worse than those using a Fourier basis. We believe this may be due to the basis
providing a worse representation for the objects of interest (mean functions, covariance
operator). This implies that the performance of the kurtosis operator may be sensitive
to the choice of basis, at least in some cases, although this dependence would require a
more detailed analysis (see the results for Simulation 2).

4.2.2 Simulation 2
We conduct a second experiment, similar to the preceding one, where we use mean
functions equal to zero for the rst group, and

0.2 cos(2πt/(T /r)), for r = 1.5.

Again, we

have used a Fourier basis representation and a B-Splines basis; in both simulations the
number of functions chosen for the basis is equal to

7.

We have not included other basis

sizes, as the preceding experiment seemed to indicate that this was a reasonable choice.
In this case we have not carried out any additional transformation of the multivariate
data. Our goal is now to test how well our proposed method performs when compared
with functional principal components, if variability information is available in the covariance matrix to help classify the data. In this case we still expect our method to perform
reasonably well, as we are using a model under which we have shown the proposed method
has good classication properties. We wish to compare how much dierence there may
be between the use of the functional principal component directions and the kurtosis
directions to reveal heterogeneity in the data.

Simulation 2. Fourier Basis

Using a Fourier basis and the values mentioned above,

we obtain the results for inter- vs. intra-group variability shown in Table 5.

n

Variability Kurtosis Variability PC

30

0,46

0,12

60

0,56

0,11

180

0,68

0,11

Table 5: Fourier basis. Variability
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In Table 6 we present the proportion of misclassied observations, including the results
from the smoothed data, using K-means.

n

Kurtosis Directions PC. Directions Smoothed Data

30

0,25

0,47

0,47

60

0,21

0,48

0,48

180

0,13

0,49

0,48

Table 6: Fourier basis. K-means
Figures 8 and 9 show the graphs corresponding to

n = 30

and

n = 180

respectively, for

the directions that minimize the kurtosis and principal components.

Figure 8:

Figure 9:

7

7

Fourier basis.

Fourier basis.

n = 30

n = 180

If we compare these results with those from Simulation 1, we can see that we again obtain
signicantly improved results with respect to principal components. Also, and somewhat
surprisingly, that functional principal components does not work much better than using
multivariate techniques on the smoothed data. Finally, it seems interesting to note that
the performance of the proposed method increases markedly with the sample size.

Simulation 2. B-Spline Bases

Using a B-Splines basis and the values mentioned

above, we obtain the results for inter- vs. intra-group variability shown in Table 7.
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n

Variability Kurtosis Variability PC

30

0,49

0,02

60

0,61

0,01

180

0,73

0,01

Table 7: B-Spline bases. Variability

In Table 8 we present the proportion of misclassied observations using K-means, including its application to the smoothed data.

n

Kurtosis Directions PC. Directions Smoothed Data

30

0,24

0,47

0,44

60

0,18

0,48

0,46

180

0,14

0,49

0,47

Table 8: B-Spline bases. K-means

Figures 10 and 11 show the graphs corresponding to

n = 30

and

n = 180

for the directions that minimize the kurtosis and principal components.

Figure 10:

Figure 11:

7

7

B-Spline bases.

B-Spline bases.
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n = 30

n = 180

respectively,

In this case, the dependence of the results on the choice of basis is very small, as the
values we obtain are nearly identical with both basis choices. If anything, they seem to
be even slightly better for the B-splines basis.
In summary, from the results in the preceding tables it follows that, under the models
considered in the experiments, using the kurtosis directions provides an ecient way to
reduce the dimension in the data without aecting its heterogeneity. It also provides a
powerful tool for the exploratory analysis of these data.
These properties oer a marked improvement on the equivalent results obtained using
functional principal components, or analyzing the data directly as multivariate observations. Thus, we believe that at least in some cases our proposed method provides clear
advantages for the study of heterogeneous data, and the application of unsupervised
classication techniques to these data.

5

Conclusions

In this paper we have introduced a kurtosis operator for functional data, based on the
multivariate kurtosis matrix proposed by Móri et al [34].

We have also indicated the

manner in which we implement the method and we have compared it with a multivariate
alternative on the original data.
The theoretical properties of the kurtosis operator with respect to the classication of
gaussian processes are very good (optimal in the case of gaussian processes with the
same covariance operator) and inherit the corresponding properties of the multivariate
proposal studied in [40].
In our simulation experiments we have shown that the proposed operator is able to
outperform the behavior of the functional principal components operator regarding unsupervised classication, at least in some cases.
In summary, the proposed method is an interesting contribution to complement the information that can be extracted by applying more conventional methods, such as functional
principal components, both to identify structures removed from normality (as in other Independent Component Methods) and in particular to identify clusters that might appear
to be masked with respect to their variabilities.
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